Abstract. For an infinite network consisting of a graph with edge weights prescribed by a given conductance function c, we consider the effects of replacing these weights with a new function b that satisfies b ≤ c on each edge. In particular, we compare the corresponding energy spaces and the spectra of the Laplace operators acting on these spaces. We use these results to derive estimates for effective resistance on the two networks, and to compute a spectral invariant for the canonical embedding of one energy space into the other.
Introduction

11
We begin with a network structure defined by a set of vertices G and a 12 conductance function c : G × G → R + which specifies the both the adjacency 13 relation and the edge weights; two vertices x and y are neighbours iff c xy > 0.
14 The case of primary interest is when G is infinite, in which case the Hilbert space 15 comparison to another conductance function, which we denote by b. It will be 10 assumed that both b and c yield a connected weighted graph, although we allow 11 for the case when c xy > 0 and b xy = 0 (so that x and y are neighbours in (G, c) but 12 not in (G, b)). The data, defined from b and c, to be compared are as follows:
13
(1) the energy forms E (b) and E (c) , and the respective energy Hilbert spaces 14 H E (b) and H E (c) that they define;
15
(2) the systems of dipole vectors that form reproducing kernels for the two 16 Hilbert spaces; see Definition 2.6;
17
(3) the respective Laplace operators ∆ (b) and ∆ (c) , and their spectra;
18
(4) the spaces of finite-energy harmonic functions on H E (b) and H E (c) ; and
19
(5) the effective resistance metrics on H E (b) and H E (c) .
20
We focus our study on the case when one of the two energy-Hilbert spaces is 21 contractively contained in the other, which corresponds to the inequality b ≤ c. 22 In this case, we believe that our results have applications to percolation theory 23 and the study of random walks in random environments, as well as to dilation 24 theory (see [Arv10] ) and the contractive inclusion of Hilbert spaces (see [Sar94] ). 25 Of special operator theoretic significance is the adjoint of the contractive 26 inclusion mapping. The issues involved with the adjoint operator are subtle as 27 the computation of the adjoint operator depends on the Hilbert-inner products 28 used. It is the adjoint operator that allows one to compute the respective systems 29 of dipole vectors that form reproducing kernels for the two Hilbert spaces; 30 see Definition 2.6. We further derive an invariant (involving induced linear 31 maps between the respective spaces of finite-energy harmonic functions) which 32 distinguishes two networks when G is fixed and the conductance functions vary. 33 We also give a necessary and sufficient condition on a fixed conductance 34 function c having its energy Hilbert space E (c) boundedly contained in H E (b) (b = 1); 35
i.e., contractive containment in the "flat" energy Hilbert space corresponding 36 to constant conductance b. The significance of this is that computations in H E (b) 37 are typically much easier, and that the conclusions obtained there may then be 38 transferred to H E (c) .
39
Our results are illustrated with concrete examples. 
Basic terms and previous results
1
In this section, we introduce the key notions used throughout this paper:
2 resistance networks, the energy form E, the Laplace operator ∆, and their 3 elementary properties. adjacency by x ∼ y iff c xy > 0, for x, y ∈ G 0 . We assume c xy = c yx ∈ [0, ∞), and 7 write c(x) := y∼x c xy . We require that the graph is locally finite, i.e., that every 8 vertex has only finitely many neighbors.
9
In this definition, connected means simply that for any x, y ∈ G 0 , there is a 10 finite sequence {x i } n i=0
with x = x 0 , y = x n , and c x i−1 x i > 0, i = 1, . . . , n. We may
11
assume there is at most one edge from x to y, as two conductors c . Also, we assume c xx = 0 so that no vertex has a loop.
14
Since the edge data of (G, c) is carried by the conductance function, we will 15 henceforth simplify notation and write x ∈ G to indicate that x is a vertex. For
16
any network, one can fix a reference vertex, which we shall denote by o (for
17
"origin"). It will always be apparent that our calculations depend in no way on 
25
We have adopted the physics convention (so that the spectrum is nonnegative) 
2) with the energy of u given by E(u) := E(u, u). The domain of the energy form is corresponding norm given by
We call H E the energy (Hilbert) space.
11
Remark 2.5. Since G is connected, it is possible to show (with the use of Fatou's 12 lemma) that dom E/C1 is complete; see [JP12a,JP12c] for further details regarding 13 this point.
14 Definition 2.6. Let v x be defined to be the unique element of H E for which
The existence and uniqueness of v x for each x ∈ G is implied by the Riesz lemma. 16 It follows from (2.5) that {v x } x∈G forms a reproducing kernel for H E (called the 17 energy kernel; see [JP12a, Cor. 2.7]) and that span{v x } x∈G is dense in H E .
18
Note that v o corresponds to a constant function, since v o , u E = 0 for every 19 u ∈ H E . Therefore, v o may often be safely ignored or omitted during calculations. 20 Definition 2.7. A dipole is any v ∈ H E satisfying the pointwise identity ∆v = 21 δ x − δ y for some vertices x, y ∈ G. One can check that ∆v x = δ x − δ o ; cf. [JP12a, 22 Lemma 2.13].
23
Note that dipoles always exist for any pair of vertices x, y ∈ G, by Riesz's 24 Lemma, as in Definition 2.6.
25
Definition 2.8. For v ∈ H E , one says that v has finite support iff there is a finite set 26 F ⊆ G for which v(x) = k ∈ C for all x F. The set of functions of finite support 27 in H E is denoted span{δ x }, where δ x is the Dirac mass at x, i.e., the element of H E 28 containing the characteristic function of the singleton {x}. It is immediate from 29 (2.2) that E(δ x ) = c(x), whence δ x ∈ H E . Define Fin to be the closure of span{δ x } 30 with respect to E.
31
Definition 2.9. The set of harmonic functions of finite energy is denoted
It may be the case that the only harmonic functions of finite energy are constant 2 (and hence trivial in H E ). This is true, for example, on any finite network.
3
Lemma 2.10 ( [JP12a, 2.11]). For any x ∈ G, one has δ x , u E = ∆u(x).
4
The following result follows easily from Lemma 2.10; cf. [JP12a, Thm. 2.15].
5
Theorem 2.11 (Royden decomposition). H E = Fin ⊕ Harm.
6
Remark 2.12. The Royden decomposition illustrates one of the advantages of 7 working with u, v E , as opposed to the inner product on 2 (G) or the grounded
Another advantage is the following:
by combining (2.5) and the conclusion of Lemma 2.10, one can reconstruct the 10 network (G, c) (or equivalently, the corresponding Laplacian) from the dual 11 systems (i) (δ x ) x∈X and (ii) (v x ) x∈X . Indeed, from (ii), we obtain the (relative) 12 reproducing kernel Hilbert space H E and from (ii), we get an associated operator
14 Definition 2.13. Denote the (free) effective resistance from x to y by
This quantity represents the voltage drop measured when one unit of current is formulations.
19
The following results will be useful in the sequel; for further details, please c(x) so that p(x, y) defines a random walk on the 27 network, with transition probabilities weighted by the conductances. Then let
be the probability that the random walk started at x reaches y before returning 29 to x. In (2.9), τ z is the hitting time of the vertex z and τ 
and
depends on b, and so too does the energy kernel {v
x } x∈G . We will take the 11 domains to be
Remark 3.1. Given a network (G, c) and a new conductance function b ≤ c, it may 13 be that b xy = 0 even though c xy > 0, and consequently the edge structure of (G, b) 14 may be very different from (G, c). However, we will always make the assumption 15 that (G, b) is connected, so that Lemma 3.5 may be applied. In this case, we write b ≤ c. Note that we will always assume (G, b) is connected; 18 see Remark 3.1.
Lemma 3.3. Inclusion gives natural contractive embedding I :
for any function u : G → R, and hence Iu E (b) ≤ u E (c) . 
23
Proof. The first follows from the fact that I(δ x ) = δ x , whence the second follows 1 because adjoints preserve the orthocomplements (see Theorem 2.11), i.e.,
2
I Harm
Lemma 3.5 clarifies the nature of the blanket assumption that (G, b) is con-3 nected; see Remark 3.1.
4
Lemma 3.5. If (G, c) is a network and b ≤ c, then the following are equivalent: 
Now for u ∈ H E (b) and v ∈ H E (c) , the latter claim follows from the fact that
is equal to
Corollary 3.7. I is injective.
19
Proof. ker I = {0} because span{v (c)
x } = ran I is dense in H E (c) . 
Proof. Note that
. Now the result follows via Proof. Applying Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.6,
Thus we have a commuting square
Note that one can recover the dipole property of v (b)
x from Lemma 3.6 and 12 Lemma 3.10:
13
Corollary 3.11. I ∈ Hom(Harm (b) , Harm (c) ) is a spectral invariant.
14 Proof. This is basically a restatement of Lemma 3.4.
15
This spectral invariant is also apparent from the formula
Lemma 3.10. While I is not a norm-preserving map, it is standard from spectral 17 theory that one can write I in terms of its polar decomposition as I = UP and 18 then ∆ (b) = I∆ (c) I implies that a unitary equivalence is given by
In the case when dim Harm (b) = dim Harm (c) = 1, the spectral invariant of 1 Corollary 3.11 is just a number. This is computed explicitly for the geometric 2 integers in Example 5.1. 
Corollary 3.14. If c ≡ 1 and
any bounded conductance function b. Proof. For the forward direction, suppose
≥ 1 by the connectedness of the network.
18
For the converse, 
26
The resulting network is no longer a tree, but we call it the horizontally connected 27 binary tree for lack of a better name. Note that b ≤ c.
28
Suppose that c k = 1 for each k, so c xy is globally constant on G 1 . However, Suppose that we choose c k so as to make c(x) bounded on G 0 . Then we must 10
Using this, one can compute that 11 R G k (x, y) = 1 for x, y in level k of G k , for every k. 
where
, and that ∆ (c) is a matrix corner of ∆ (b) :
This gives another way to relate the operators ∆ (b) and ∆ (c) . 
It will be helpful to know the action of I on Fin, as given in Lemma 3.19; this 12 result also generalizes the dipole property ∆v = δ x − δ y of Definition 2.7.
13
Lemma 3.19. For 1 < b ≤ c, one has span{v (c)
Proof. For any fixed x ∈ G and u ∈ H E (c) , we have the estimate
by by Lemma 2.10 followed by (2.5). This shows span{v (c) Then by the Spectral Theorem: for any u ∈ H E (c) , there is a Borel measure µ
where P is the projection-valued measure in the spectral resolution of ∆ (c) . This and is based on the fact that
Theorem 3.20.
, where ∆ (c) −1 is the For k = 2, we use the fact that the Friedrichs extension is self-adjoint and the 1 dipole property (2.5) to compute
For the last step, we used E(δ x ) = c(x), which is immediate from (2.2). 
